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1. Introduction
  Nobody would  deny that words  in our  mind  are  stored  in,an orderly  way  after  they  are

acquired.  Otherwise, how could  we  gain access  to a word  among  numerous  others  in our

mind  and  retrieve it so fast.when we  want  to use  it? Howeveg  it is not  entirely  clear  tiow
words  are  stored  in our  mental  lexicon (Aitchson, 1994).

  In order  to explicate  the storage  structure  we  have employed  the method  of word

association  that has been used  in a number  of  psychological and linguistic studies  in the

past. This method  began in psychological studies  and  later came  to be macle  use  gf in the
field of linguistics. In the ealrrly stages  of its development in linguistic studies,  rese'archers

were  more  interested in the analytical  study  of  nonsense  words  than of  meaningful  words.

GraduallM the latter has become the main  stream  in studies  of  this kind.

  Fbr instance, Umemoto  (1969) conducted  a large-scale study  using  210 meaningful

wofds  in Japanese and  identified a variety  of relationships  between stimulus  words  and

associated.words  such  as antonymM  synonymy,and  hyponypay The main  purpose of his

research  was  to standardize  free association  tests and have a reliable  measurement  tool

for language study  and  psycholinguistic analyses.  As another  example,  Hakota, Egusa and

Goryou (1986) examined  the priming effects regarding  the relationships  among  different

types of  word  association  iri Japanese, and  found that hyponymy  had the shortest  reaction

time.'

  The  word  association  method  is also  applied  to the study  of  network  building of

language and  memory  Ogawa (1972), for instance, observed  and  analyzed  the clustering

phenomena  in the lexical network  structure  of  the human mental  inventory While past
resear'ch  has shecl some  light on  the .problem  of  the mental  lexicon, there is still'a scarcity-

of studies  into how words  are  organized  in our  mind.

2. Purpose 
･

 
'
 
･
 In order  to investigate the  network  of  connections  between lexical items and  find a clue
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that provides infbrmation about  the organizing  process of acquired  vocabularM  the present

study  addresses  the fdllowing four research  questions:

  1. Is there any  difference in the numbers  of  associated  responses  between categorical

      noun  and  non-categorical  (i.e. abstract-concrete)  noun  stimulus  words?

  2. Is there any  difference in the numbers  of  associated  responses  between  abstract

      and  concrete  noun  stimulus  words?

  3. Is there any  difference in the  numbers  of  associated  responses  between English

      and  Japanese?

  4. How  are  the association  tests above  correlated  with  a standagdized  test of  L2

      vocabulary  size, Nation (1990)'s Vbcabulary Levels 
'Ibst

 (VI;r)?

3i Method  and  Procedure
3.1 Subjects

  A  total of  432 Japanese undergraduate  students  of  both sexes  participated in this study

Most of  them  were  freshmen from seven  universities  in the Kansai area  and  their majors

were  manifold.  ･

' 3.2 Materials
   

'IMio

 types of  stimulus  words,  shown  in {Ibble 1, were  used:  
'IYpe

 A  was  composed  of

ten categorical  nouns  and  
'IYpe

 B  of  ten non-categorical  nouns  (five abstract  and  five
concrete).  These words  were  selected  according  to Umemoto  (1969), .l)tlCET 4000 basic
zvords  UACE'I; 1993), 

'Iiztkahashi
 and  

'Ibnaka

 (1994), and  the results  of a pilot study2.  Low-
frequency words  in the fourth and  fifth levels oflACET  4000 basic words  and  words  less
familiar to Japanese college  students  were  excluded.  The English stimulus  words  were

made  by translation from the Japanese ones,  so.both  the English and  Japaqese stimuli

were  semantically  equivalent.  Thus, forty stimulus  words  were  prepared. In addition,
Nation's VIJr at  the  2000  and  3000  word  levels were  used  in this study  ,

[fablel Stiniuluswords

Type  A: Categorical nouns

 a) English: science,  animal, travel, food, family, education,  music,  health, environrnent,  job
 b) Japanese: il#, uttz, caai, ft･Natz, fita, tyff, gX, reM, ecnj, ft$

Type  B: Abstract-concrete. nouns

 a) English: spi!Lt, student,  peagLe, pmtrtanc 
,
 writer,  apple,  gte!atignelat o  

,
 sister, ztgligiggl , car

 b) Japanese: lfttgL, #!tz, EIIEg, ag, l'PX, b k  e', pm, aMG, Zlk, e enpt

Note: The  underlined  words  above  are  abstract  noun$.

3.3 Procedure

   The subjects  were  divided into two  groups: Group A  consisting  of  160 subjects  was

･given the categorical  word  association  test (rllest A), while  Group B (272 subjects)  was

given the abstract-concrete  word  association  test ('Ilest B). The homogeneity of these two
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groups was  confirmed  by the total results  of the two  levels of  Nation's VIJI' (a =-1.04,

P< .Ol) (Appendix 1).

   Each group was  further divided into'two groups: one  began with  the test in English and

three weeks  later had the test in Japanese, while  the other  group took  the two  tests the

other  way  round.  All the subjects  were  given a  stack  of  papers with  one  stimulus  word  and

an  instruction typed on  each  (Appendix 2). They were  required to write  down as many

associated  words  as possible with  each  stimulus  within  two minutes.  A  30-second practice

session  preceded the experiment  to familiarize the subjects  with  the procedure. In the

English association  test, they were  instructed to write  the meaning  of the stimulus  word

in Japanese. Those who  gave wrong  answers  or no  meaning  were  excluded  from the data

for analysis.  Fbllowing the  first test, Nation's VIJI' was  carried  out.

4. Results
4.1 Numbers  of Associated Responses for Categorical and  Abstract-Concrete

Noun  Stimuli

  
rllable

 2 shows  means  and  standard  deviations for 
'Ibst

 A  and  
'Ibst-

 B. The  average

numbers  of  associated  responses  for the categorical  noun  stimuli  were  significantly  higher

than  those for the abstract-concrete  noun  stimuli  in both English and  Japanese (P<.Ol ).
As shown  in Figure 1, the disparity was  larger in Japanese than in English (3.21 and  1.50

respectively).  ,,

Thble 2 Mean  Numbers  of  Associated Responses for Categorical and  Abstract-

       Concrete  Noun  Stimuli

Categorical Noun Stirpuli

          (N=160)

Abstract-Concrete Noun Stimuli

           (N=272)
Mean su Mean su

･ English 9.65 5.07 8,15 4.43

Japanese 14.39 5.86 11.18 5.61

Figure 1 Comparison of  Numbers  of  Responses between  Categorical and

        Abstract-Concrete Noun  Stimuli in English and  Japanese
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4.2 Numbers of  Associated Responses for Abstract and  Concrete Noun  Stimuli

  
'Ihble

 3 shows  that the average  numbers  of associated  responses  for the concrete  noun

stimuli  were  significantly higher than  those for the  abstract  noun  stimuli  in both English

and  Japanese (P<.Ol). The disparity was  larger in English than  in Japanese (2.44 and  1.45

respectively),  as  shown  in Figure 2.

[fable 3Mean  Numbers  of  Associated Responses for Abstract and  Concrete

Noun  StimuliAbstract
 Noun  Stimuli

    (AT=160)

Concrete Noun Stimuli

    CiV-160)

Mean sw Mean sw

English 6.83 4.22 9.27 4,29

Japanese 10.44 5.41 11.89 5.71

Figure 2

[tuoE

As for the

161412108642o

Comparison  of  Numbers  of  Responses between Abstract and

Concrete Noun  Stimuli in English and  Japanese

      English Japanese

average  numbers  for each  individua

gxzn,:itill]

1 stimulus  word  in both types, see  Note 3.

4.3 AssociationT;estandNation'sVL:T
  

'Ihbles

 4 and  5 show  that the correlation  coefficients  between  both the numbers  
'of

associated  responses  for categorical  and  abstract-concrete  noun  stimuli  and  Nation's test
score  (total) were  relatively  low (O.25 and  O.14 respectively),  though  both were

statistically significant  (P<.Ol). These data indicate that the association  test for categorical

word  stimuli  correlates  with  Nation's VI;Ii to a  very  low degree, and  that the correlation

with  the test for abstract-concrete  noun  stimuli  is even  lowen
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[Ihble 4Correlation between [fest A  and  Nation's VI;Ir (aip<.05 
"fp<.Ol)

Responses(E)ResponsesU)N-test(2000)N-test(3000)N-test(total)

Responses(E) 1.00,

ResponsesU) O.42(**) 1.00

N-test(2000) O.18(**) O.04 l.OO

N-test(3000) O.25(**) O.06(*) O.63(**) 1.00

N-test(total) O.25(**) O.05(*) O.88(**) O.90(**) 1.00

[Ihble 5Correlation between  Tbst B  and  Nation's VIJr ('p<.05 "fP<.Ol)

Responses(E)ResponsesU)N-test(2000)N-test(3ooo)N-test(tota1)

Responses(E) 1.00

ResponsesU) O.54(*') 1.00

N-test(2000) O.12(**) O.10(**) 1,OO

N-test(3000) O.13(**) O.07(**).O.66(**) 1.00

N-test(total) O.14(**) O.09(**) O.90(**) O.92(**) 1.00

5. General Discussion
Findings:

  1. The numbers  of associated  resp6nses  for categorical  words  were  larger than those

      for abstract-concrete  words  in both languages. The disparity was  larger in

      Japanese than  in English. ･

  2. The nurriber,s of  responses  for the concrete  stimuli  were  larger than  those  for the

      abstract  words  in both languages. The disparity was  larger in English than in

      Japanese. ,

  3. The correlation  coefficients  were  relatively  low between the two association  tests

      and  Nation's VIJI;

Discussion 
'

                  ' '

  The  first finding indicates.that the  categorical  stimuli  worked  more  effectively  in

producing responses.  Besides, the larger disparity in Japanese along  with  the distinctively

high average  number  of  responses  for categorical  stimuli  in Japanese (14.39) implies that
categorical  stimuli  worked  more  effectively  in Ll than in L2; the degree of categorization

is likely to be more  advanced  ih a well-acquired  language.

  The  second  finding seems  to make  a sharp  contrast  with  Finding 1, where  a larger

disparity'was found in Ll. ApparentlM the subjects  tended  to prodUce more  responses  for

concrete  stimuli  than abstract  ones  since  concrete  words  are  more  familiar and  more

eruciently  remembered  than'abstract words,  as Dukes and  Bastian (1966) point out. The

larger disparity is also  predictable in that the subjects  have more  difficulty in performing
association  tasks for abstract stimuli in L2. The subjects have acquired  both abstract  and

cQncrete  vocabulary  quite well  in Ll, while  in L2 the level of  their acquisition  is

unbalanced.
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   On  the other  hand, in the comparison  between [fest A  and  

'Ibst
 B, both the  fact that the

difference between the numbers  of  responses  for categorical  stimuli  and  abstract-concrete

stimuli  was  larger in Japanese than  in English and  the fact that its size,  3.21, was

outstanding  provide us  with  a plausible explanation  for the .categorization phenomena
discussed above.  Moreove4  in a comparison  between  the higher score  group (upper one-

third) and  the lower score  group (lower one-third)  on  Nation's VH; the differences in the

numbers  of  responses  to categorical  stimuli  and  abstract-concrete  stimuli  in English were
fouhd to be 1.65 in the upper  group and  O.25 in the lower group (P<.Ol)(Appendix 3). The
fact that the disparity ･in the lower group was  so  small  also  seems  to suggest  a positive

relation  between proficiericy level and  the degree of lexical categorization,

   Likewise, this fact suggests  that language learners have an  inclination to store  their

acquired  vocabulary  in a  

'categorical
 structure.  This fact has been recognized  by several

researchers  in the past, such  as  Ogawa (1972:1), who  stated  that 
"language

 study  or

memory  is a process which  develops into an  organized  structure".

  The result found in #3  could  be  expected  because these  two  kinds df tests are

supposed  to assess  different aspects  of  vocabulary  knowledge. Nation's VI;I' m'easures
vocabulary  size,  or  

"breadth

 of  vocabulary  knowledge" (Reads, 1997:311), while  the

association  test is more  concerned  about  
"the

 qualitM or depth, of word  knowledge"

(ibid:314).

6. Concluding Remarks

  The  discussion above  provides some  usefu1  suggestions  for future research.  First, the

fact that language learners have an  inclination to store  lexical items in a categorical

structure  can  be taken  as  a suggestive  hirit for language teachers  for classroom  practice,
though  further carefu1  investigation is required.  SecondlM as  to the  different aspects

observed  in the  low correlations  between the results  of  Nation's VI;I' and  those  of  word

association  tests, we  hope that they  will  work  as  a  useful  clue  to capture  a  picture of

vocabulary  knowledge in future language study

  FinallM we'  would  like to propose that categorization,  or  the  construction  of hierarchical
lexical structure,  may  provide  a  sensitive  measurement  for assessing  the degree of

vocabulary  development in L2, which  is not  measured  by breadth-oivocabulary tests like
Nation's VIJI: Lexical categorization  may  offer  a conceptual  framework for future L2
vocabulary  acquisition  reseanch.

Notes , 
･

1. This paper is based on  and  developed from an  oral  presentation given at the JACET 39ti'
  Anmial Convention in Okinawa, on  Nov  4, 2000.

2. In 1999 the authors'gave  a  categorical  word  association  test in English to their

  students,  and.then  improved the answer  sheet  format as  well  as  the procedures of  the

  expenment.

3. Tbe tables below show  means  and  SDs  for each  individual stimulus  word,  A  few points
  must  be made  about  these data. The  difference in the numbers  of responses  between
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  English and  Japanese is the smallest  for "sister",
 which  has the second  lowest score  of

  all the words  in Japanese. On  the other  
'hand,

 the disparities in scores  for "animal",

  
"music",

 
"travel",

 
"food",

 
"religion"

 and  
"job"

 are  large, more  than 5 points. It iS noted

  that all these words  are  categorical  noun  stimuli,  except  religion,  which  coutd  also  be

  classified  as  a categorical  word  though included in 
'IYpe

 B in the present test.

Mean  Numbers  of  Associated Responses  for Categoricdl Noun  Stimuli in English , 
/

'sclenceanimaltrave] 'foodfamilyeducation1.MUSIChealthenvironmentjob

Mean6.9110,3810.7611.0111,949.5410.697848.219,04

SD 4.15 4,524.775.305,244.89 5.134,25･4.80･5.31

Mean  Numbers  of  Associated Responses for Categorical Noun  Stimuli in Japanese
rw･\ lthtztTktift-qVnajh,rftl-ftfigmuraee'lft ±ne7,tt$･

Mean
'10.4816.8716.5916.7714.7112.9616,9911.7912.3514.36

SD 4.466.304.746.355.195.355.654.885:445･,44

Mean  Numbers  of  Associated Responses for Abstract-Concrete Noun
English

Stimuli in

spiritstudentpeaceimportance'wrlterapplerelation'slsterreligioncar

Mean4.7510.73'7,087.578.299.228.147.626.4810.52

SD 3.61 4.273.684.683.643.754.344.234.26 4,65

Mean  Numbers  of  Associated Responses for Abstract-Concrete Noun  Stimuli in

Japanese*Ei$,Isk
gn eee{Fn'OLt'rfidh-.-anut'iifeenpt

Mean7.7913.1610.5210.8511.2012.2410.438.2612.2314,60

SD 3.88･5,645.475.87.5.214.925.624,97 4.855.75
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Appendix 1

Tbtal results  of  Nation's 2000-word  level test and  3000-word  level test

GrQupA (N=160) GroupB  UV==272)
Mean  score 26.05 25.50

sa 5.03 ･5.88

Statistic:z -1.04

No  significance, P<  .Ol
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Appendix 2'Ibst papers
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Appendix 3

Comparison of  Numbers  of  Responses  between  Categorical and  Abstract-

Concrete Noun  Stimuli in English
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